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	Pressure TransducersPressure Transducers & Sensors Transducers Direct manufactures a wide range of innovative pressure transducers (also called pressure sensors or pressure transmitters). Pressure transducers measure pressure and convert that pressure into a continuous voltage output (V). The DC voltage output is typically amplified into industry-standard outputs such as 0-5V or 0-10V. Pressure transducers can also provide unamplified millivolt outputs (mV) which offer higher frequency response and lower power consumption but are also more susceptible to electrical noise. Transducers Direct’s pressure transducers measure in vacuum ranges, absolute pressure ranges, compound pressure ranges and above atmospheric pressure ranges up to 10K PSI. Our piezoresistive sensing technology and patented digital sensing technology allows for product customization which makes our pressure transducers suitable for any application. Please call 513-583-9491 and allow one of our Technical Sales Specialists to help you find your solution today. We offer OEM and Reseller Discounts.	Pressure TransducersPressure Transducers & Sensors Transducers Direct manufactures a wide range of innovative pressure transducers (also called pressure sensors or pressure transmitters). Pressure transducers measure pressure and convert that pressure into a continuous voltage output (V). The DC voltage output is typically amplified into industry-standard outputs such as 0-5V or 0-10V. Pressure transducers can also provide unamplified millivolt outputs (mV) which offer higher frequency response and lower power consumption but are also more susceptible to electrical noise. Transducers Direct’s pressure transducers measure in vacuum ranges, absolute pressure ranges, compound pressure ranges and above atmospheric pressure ranges up to 10K PSI. Our piezoresistive sensing technology and patented digital sensing technology allows for product customization which makes our pressure transducers suitable for any application. Please call 513-583-9491 and allow one of our Technical Sales Specialists to help you find your solution today. We offer OEM and Reseller Discounts.
	Wireless Pressure TransducersWireless Pressure Transducers CirrusSense™ Wireless Series Transducers Direct made history by being the first pressure transducer manufacturer in the world to offer a Bluetooth certified and FCC certified wireless pressure transducer with battery life suitable for permanent installations. Built on the TD1000 series measuring platform, the TDWLB series wireless pressure transducers make high resolution digital measurements using very little power, making this technology perfect for wireless and battery operated applications. The TDWLB wireless pressure transducer also has temperature measurement capability and it’s part of Transducers Direct’s CirrusSense™ family of products. These products give the user the ability to view the data either locally on their smart device or remotely using the TDWLB Wireless Router / Gateway and Data Portal. The CirrusSense™ solution allows for alarms to be set to receive audible alerts locally or email/text alerts remotely as well as the ability to log timestamped data and generate reports.
	Standard Wired Pressure TransducersStandard Wired Pressure Transducers Transducers Direct LLC manufactures a versatile family of high-quality pressure sensors and pressure transducers for industrial applications. Whether you are in the market for a low cost/robust OEM pressure transmitter, high precision pressure transducers with high over pressure capabilities for harsh environments and applications, or pressure sensors with an integrated LED display, we have a solution for you. Our piezoresistive sensing technology and patented digital sensing technology allows for product customization which makes our pressure transducers suitable for any application. Please call 513-583-9491 and allow one of our Technical Sales Specialists to help you find your solution today. We offer OEM and Reseller Discounts.
	High Performance Pressure TransducersHigh Performance Pressure Transducers Get the highest performance pressure transducers suited for harsh environments. With ultra high resolution and digital measurement capabilities, our high performance transducers plug and play with most lower grade competitive units. Features excellent stability and precision accuracy over a wide temperature range at a lower cost than competitive units typically not found in older analog designs.
	Low Cost Pressure TransducersLow Cost Pressure Transducers Within our line of budget minded pressure transducers, we’ve established a greater standard for high performance at a low cost. From standard wired pressure transducers using piezoresistance technology in an all stainless steel body, to lightweight wireless pressure transducers making equipment monitoring easier than ever, our low cost pressure transducers provides an economical solution for a wide range of applications.
	Vacuum TransducersVacuum Transducers Transducers Direct offers a broad family of pressure sensors for applications that need to measure in vacuum pressure, absolute and compound (negative and positive) pressure ranges. Our Vacuum Pressure Transducers are available in units of PSI, Bar and Inches of Mercury with various analog outputs including, 4-20ma, 0-10 volts VDC and 0.5-4.5 VDC ratiometric output. Transducers Direct’s rugged designs and durable technology is industry proven and offers a flexible, low cost and dependable solution to OEM’s.
	Submersible Pressure TransducersSubmersible Pressure Transducers Transducers Direct builds robust and high accuracy level transmitters suitable for fresh water and wastewater level monitoring applications. Our Submersible Pressure Transducers are available in 4-20ma, 0-10 volt VDC and 0-5 volts VDC outputs. Call 513-583-9491 today. Our Technical Sales Specialists will help you find your solution today. We offer OEM and Reseller Discounts.


	Temperature Transducers
	Pressure SwitchesPressure Switches Transducers Direct manufactures a wide variety of pressure and temperature switches. We offer not only mechanical pressure switches, but also innovative and industry firsts electronic pressure switches. All our mechanical and TDEPS switches are UL approved and offered in a wide variety of configurations. Our UL approved pressure switches come in a wide variety of configurations, and therefore are commonly used in pneumatic, hydraulic, and water applications. Whether you want a fixed, adjustable, or all stainless steel wetted parts switch, we can provide the solution.	Pressure SwitchesPressure Switches Transducers Direct manufactures a wide variety of pressure and temperature switches. We offer not only mechanical pressure switches, but also innovative and industry firsts electronic pressure switches. All our mechanical and TDEPS switches are UL approved and offered in a wide variety of configurations. Our UL approved pressure switches come in a wide variety of configurations, and therefore are commonly used in pneumatic, hydraulic, and water applications. Whether you want a fixed, adjustable, or all stainless steel wetted parts switch, we can provide the solution.
	Electronic Pressure SwitchesElectronic Pressure Switches The TDEPS is an industry first electronic pressure switch which has all 17-4 PH stainless steel wetted parts, a large DIN connector, and is also available in a high current version, rated up to 10 amps. The set point and hysteresis can be custom set at our factory to the exact customer specifications. The sensor is UL approved and typically ships in less than 1 week. Our TDEPD is a field programmable pressure switch and transducer in one sensor. The output, set points, and spike counters can be programmed by the user in the field. It has up to two switch output options and an analog output option along with a patented 360 degree scrolling LED bi-color display. Both the TDEPS and TDEPD also house patented redundant sensing elements allowing the sensors to continue to operate should half the bridge fail in high shock and vibration environments. This technology is unique and only offered by Transducers Direct.
	Mechanical SwitchesMechanical Switches Our snap action pressure switches are offered in both field adjustable and factory set versions. Employing long life elastomer diaphragms, they are offered in several different pressure ranges and configurations. Transducers Direct manufactures both pressure and temperature switches for an array of applications and industries. Our adjustable pressure switches are field adjustable and economical. All our mechanical pressure switches are UL approved and offer extreme reliability with an operational life of over one million cycles under most operating conditions. OEM pricing is available for our pressure and temperature switches.


	Melt Pressure TransducersMelt Pressure Transducers & Gauges Transducers Direct manufactures a wide selection of melt-pressure transducers for the extrusion and blow molding industry. With several configurations available, including rigid stem, stem/flex, and stem/flex with a thermocouple, we certainly have a fit for your requirements. Our melt pressure transducers provide options for Mercury, Oil, and Alloy fill (a non-toxic alternative to Mercury). The melt pressure transducers can be configured in 3.33mv/V, 4-20mA, and 0-10 VDC outputs with 6 pin bendix or 8 pin threaded connectors. In addition, we manufacture a narrow space melt-pressure for tight space applications as well as the more traditional mechanical gauge.
	Linear TransducersLinear Transducers Transducers Direct manufactures an assortment of linear transducers for hydraulic applications, injection molding machines and other positioning applications. Our Linear Transducers include Non-Contact Magnetostritive, Linear Position, Displacement Linear Transducers, Rod or Rodless as well as Compact Linear Displacement Transducers.  We can also customize the product for your application needs. We provide competitive pricing for OEM’s, End Users and Distributors and offer free technical support.
	Industrial-Grade Temperature Switches Temperature Switches Transducers Direct manufactures a wide family of accurate, robust and low-cost temperature switches. Our factory set temperature switches have a multitude of design capabilities to fit your application needs. Whether you are needing a certain pressure connection, electrical connection or a certain set point, Transducers Direct can provide you with a temperature switch to fit your application.
	Special Pricing/CloseoutSpecial Pricing and Closeout Products Over 50% in Savings! All special pricing and closeout products are new and are either discontinued or overstock items. Products carry a 6-month warranty for workmanship and defects. ALL SALES ARE FINAL.
	Cables & AccessoriesCables & Accessories	Cables & AccessoriesCables & Accessories
	Transducer CablesTransducer Cables Transducers Direct manufactures a wide variety of cable types and lengths. Whether you are needing a Packard, 5-Binder, M-12, 9.4 mini din, Large Din, 6 pin Bendix, we have the cable for you. Our cables are outfitted with noise immunity shielding which makes Transducers Direct your one stop shop.
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TDH60 Dual Output Temperature & Pressure Transducer	



OEM Price: $115.00 *

$219.00

Select options			  
Details




	
Sale!
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Liquid Level Transducer, Capacitive, 0-10 VDC Output Three Wire, 14-30 VDC Supply Voltage, 300mm Probe Length, 16mm Probe Diameter	



$375.00 $139.00

Add to cart			  
Details
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TDH60W Pressure & Temperature Transducer, 0-5000 psi, 1/4 NPT, 0.5-4.5 VDC Output	



$248.00 $89.00

Add to cart			  
Details
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TDM51 Pressure Transducer, 4-20mA, 0-3000 psi, 7/16-20 male, 9.4 mini Din	



$248.00 $89.00

Add to cart			  
Details
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CirrusSense Wireless Pressure Gauge for Pool Filters and Pumps	



$109.00

Add to cart			  
Details
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CirrusSense TDWLB-FF Wireless Pressure Transducer for Fuel Filters	





			  
Details
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Industrial-Grade Temperature Switches 
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The #1 Choice For Demanding Applications
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12115 Ellington Ct

Cincinnati, OH 45249

Phone: (513) 583-9491

Fax: (513) 583-9476

Email: sales@transducersdirect.com
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